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Les mercredis de Charlotte 

et Henri              Bob 

Graham        1997

Preliminary 

artwork

Black ink, 

watercolour, 

coloured 

pencil

23.3 x 40.4 cm Charlotte leaps in the air and 

removes Henri's beanie while 

being followed by Kim the dog. 

Included is the text, "Les 

adventures de Charlotte et 

Henri".

BG 1127 Good condition. This 

piece has been folded to 

represent a book cover.

Les mercredis de Charlotte 

et Henri              Bob 

Graham        1997

Final artwork Black ink, 

watercolour, 

coloured 

pencil

33.0 x 27.5 cm Charlotte is playing hopscotch 

as Henri and their friends look 

on. This is the original artwork 

for the cover of both the 

French and English versions of 

the book.

BG 1128 Good condition. The title 

of the book appears on 

an overlay.

Les mercredis de Charlotte 

et Henri              Bob 

Graham        1997

Final artwork Black ink, 

watercolour, 

coloured 

pencil

25.2 x 34.5 cm This piece has ten vignettes 

from the beginning of each 

chapter. The illustrations are: 

An easel and painting, a guitar, 

a container of popcorn, a 

poster of a guitar player, a 

torch, a pigeon, a toy yacht, a 

piano and a pair of ballet 

shoes.

BG 1129 Good condition. A 

tracing paper overlay 

notes the page on which 

each vignette appears.

Les mercredis de Charlotte 

et Henri              Bob 

Graham        1997

Proofs Photocopy A4 This a complete set of 

photocopies of the pages of 

the book.

BG 1130 Good condition.

Les mercredis de Charlotte 

et Henri              Bob 

Graham        1997

Preliminary 

artwork

Black ink, 

watercolour, 

coloured 

pencil

31.8 x 48.2 cm Charlotte leaps in the air and 

removes Henri's beanie while 

being followed by Kim the dog. 

BG 1131 Good condition. The 

illustrations for Charlotte 

and Henri and Kim the 

dog are inset to the main 

piece.
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Les mercredis de Charlotte 

et Henri              Bob 

Graham        1997

Preliminary 

artwork

Black pastel 31.7 x 48.2 cm The figures of Charlotte 

leaping in the air to remove 

Henri's beanie and Kim the 

dog are outlined in black. 

BG 1132 Good condition. There 

are several notes to the 

printers around the 

"illustration".

Unknown Miscellaneous 

artwork

Black ink, 

watercolour, 

coloured 

pencil

25.9 x 20.1 cm This illustration of Henri and 

Charlotte reading magazines 

(Pomme d'Api) on a bed 

cannot be matched to any 

stories held in the Archives. 

BG 1133 Good condition.
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